SkyPod Zone

Details
SkyPods are similar to reaction walls, but with added flexibility. We provide a longer track
trampoline which requires sideways as well as vertical bouncing. You can challenge
yourself to improve your times against the computer or challenge your friends to a contest.
We provide a cantilevered fully padded wall which ensures distracted biuncers land on the
trampoline bed and not the frame pad. The padded wall has a "random" arrangement of
SkyPods dotted around the wall. We can also provide a fully digitally printed SoftTouch
cover to the wall that can either incoprorate your logo or graphics, or even an image with
the SkyPods strategically located for added fun.
SkyPods comprises of 5, 7 or 9 separate pods. SkyPods Duo (two sets of SkyPods) includes a Multi-player
Launch console (MPL), enabling two players to compete against each other. Players hit the lights to score
points both as a single user or during 1-on-1 duels and can be started straight from the pods or using the MPL.
Competitive Challenge
SkyPods encourage competition and the motivation to jump for longer. Players score points with every correct
hit, competing individually to build a huge score or directly against another player (SkyPods Duo).
Flexible Layouts
SkyPods can be installed in any configuration of 5,7, or 9 pods and as a competing pair. Your use of creative
backing graphics will make them a compelling, eye-catching feature.
FreeStyle Fitness
Jump high, low, left, right - SkyPods give you a surprisingly intense workout. They are a great challenge of
agility, reaction speed and mental alertness for players of all ages.
Make It Social
Players love to see their scores on social media – perfect for reposting and re-tweeting.
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Durable
SkyPods are designed to be robust and offer trouble-free operation. Bullet-proof and easy swap-out LED pods
and 12-month warranty on electronics.
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